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• - Read all the safety and op er at ing in struc tions be fore con nect ing or us ing this unit.

• - Re tain this no tice and the own er’s man ual for fu ture ref er ence.

• - Ad here to all warn ings and op er at ing in struc tions.

• - All op er at ing and use in struc tions should be fol lowed.

• - Do not use this unit near wa ter (i.e. near a bath tub or sink).

• - This unit should be in stalled so that its lo ca tion or po si tion does not in ter fere with its  
proper ven ti la tion.  For ex am ple, it should not be situ ated on a bed, sofa, rug or simi -
lar sur face that may block the ven ti la tion open ings.  It should not be placed in a built-
 in in stal la tion, such as a book case or cabi net that may im pede the flow of air through
its ven ti la tion open ings.

• - This unit should be situ ated away from heat sources such as ra dia tors, heat reg is ters,
stoves, and other heat- generating equip ment.

• - This unit should only be con nected to a power sup ply out let of the volt age, am per age 
and fre quency marked on its panel.

• - The power sup ply cord should be routed so that it is not likely to be walked upon or
pinched, es pe cially near the plug, con ven ience re cep ta cles, or where the cord ex its
from the unit.

• - Clean unit only as rec om mended in its in struc tion man ual. 

• - The power sup ply cord should be un plugged from the wall out let when the unit   will 
be un used for a long pe riod of time.

• - Care should be taken so that ob jects do not fall, and liq uids are not spilled, in the en -
clo sure through any open ings.
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General Description
The Think & Tinker Models 1000, 2000, and 3000, Variable Speed and Reverse (VSR) laminators are

reliable, easy-to-use, professional laminators designed to laminate a variety of materials using 12"
(Model 1000), 18" (Model 2000), and 25" (Model 3000) wide laminating film rolls.  Supported film
widths include 4", 6", 8", 12", 16", 18", 24" and 25".  Custom widths can also be accomodated. All

models are capable of continuous lamination from 1 to 9.5 feet per minute, and can be reversed with a
flip of a switch.

I. Operator Controls

Tension adjusting knobs (A) are conveniently located on
the supply mandrels (B) on the right side panel for easy
access (fig. 2).  A control panel (C) is located on the left
housing (D), and has a heater switch with an indicator light 
(E), a speed control knob (F), and a three-position
(forward- off- reverse) motor drive switch (G) (fig. 2).
Thermome ter access ports (H) on the left housing (D)
allow for easy tempera ture readings using the thermome ter 
(I) provided (fig. 1&2).  Heat shoe tempera ture adjusting
ports (J) make it easy to change the tempera ture for

laminat ing a variety of films and materials (fig. 1).  The
stainless steel feed tray (K) and paper guide (L) provide a
smooth and durable paper path into the machine, and the
safety plate (M) protects hands from the hot surfaces inside 
(fig. 2).  Teflon- coated heat shoes (N) minimize friction
during pre-heating (fig. 1). The high-speed film advance
(FAST) button (O) facilitates rapid film loading and
advancing to unexposed (virgin) film during photore sist or
soldermask lamination (fig. 1).
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II. Unpacking and assembly
A. Overview
Remove the laminator from its box by grasping the
housings and pulling up.  Do not use the rollers or shafts
as handles because this could cause damage to the unit.
Choose a location for the laminator that is clean, well lit,
and draft free.  Place the laminator on a work surface of its 
own.  This surface should not be used for any operation
that might leave behind grit or dust, as this will interfere
with lamination (if there’s a piece of dirt nearby, you can
be sure it will end up in the absolute worst place).  If the
primary use of the laminator is the applica tion of photosen -
si tive polymer films in PCB production, the surface you
choose should be in an area illuminated by yellow UV safe 
lights to insure the integrity of your dry film.  The
laminator should be accessi ble from all sides to facilitate
lamination and trimming.

If you are not using a Think & Tinker laminator stand, it is 
a good idea to allow for 4 to 6 square feet of open table

surface adjacent to the laminator and a good cutting board
to allow trimming of excess film. 

The Models 1000, 2000 and 3000 laminators will need
minimal assembly upon arrival at your facility.  Before
turning your unit on, make sure that the thermome ter is
inserted into one of the monitor ing holes on the left side of 
the machine.  If the system is designated for photore sist or
soldermask lamination or laminat ing with large diameter
(greater than 6" O.D.) film rolls, you will need to mount
the optional frame extenders (see below). Tempera ture and 
feed rate  have been preset based on your stated use at the
time you placed your order and should not need
adjustment.  Since these parameters can adversely affect
lamination if incorrectly set, they should always be
checked prior to use. Your limited warranty (see last page
of manual) has been pre-registered so there is no need to
send in any card or purchase informa tion.
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A. The frame extender / universal core
adapter kit 

The kit includes:

1) 1 ea. left frame extender with core hanger

2) 1 ea. right frame extender with tension ing clutch

3) 2 ea. 76 mm core adapters

4) 2 ea. 132 mm core adapters

5) 1 ea. 25 mm shaft marked “LOW”

6) 1 ea. 25 mm shaft marked “TOP”

7) 8 ea. 1/4“-20 button head socket screws

8) 5/64“, 3/32”, 5/32“ allen wrenches

1. Mounting the frame extenders
To prepare your laminator for use with large diameter film
rolls (greater than 150 mm dia.),

a. position the left side extender as shown and insert 
the four 1/4“-20 mounting screws (fig. 3),

b. center the extender on the frame and tighten the
screws,

c. position the right side extender as shown and
insert the four mounting screws (fig. 3), and

d. center the extender on the frame and tighten the
screws with the  5/32“ allen wrench.

e. Set the 25 mm shaft marked “TOP” into the core
hanger and tensioning clutch and sight down
along one edge to see if the shaft is parallel to the
edge of the hot shoe. If it is not, loosen one
extender (or both if necessary) and move until the 
shaft and hot shoe are parallel.

f. Re-tighten the mounting screws and put the allen
wrench in a safe place (preferably a tool box
where you will be able to find it the next time you 
need it).

2. Assembling the  3" mandrel
 (for single sided lamination)
To mount backing paper into your laminator,

a. slide the 3" (76) mm core adapters on the 25 mm
shaft marked “LOW” as shown (fig. 4, 5),

b. position about 50 mm from either end,

c. tighten lock screws with the  3/32“ allen wrench,

d. slide on the backing paper roll and load the
assembly into the bottom brackets of the
laminator, and

e. slide the paper roll back and forth to insure that
the paper will be exactly centered as it feeds into
the lamination rollers.

When assembling the paper mandrel, be certain to mount
the 3" (76 mm) adapters so that the brass tines (grippers)
are facing forward when the assembled mandrel is loaded
into the laminator.
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3. Assembling the 132mm core mandrel
The 132 mm core adapters are not polarized and can be
loaded onto either end of the 25 mm shaft. To accommo -
date the “6 in” cores (actually 5.25" dia) used in many dry
film photopoly mer applica tions, 

a. slide one 132 mm adapter onto the 25 mm shaft
marked “TOP” from the “round” or “hanger” end
(fig. 5) and lightly tighten the lock screw with the
allen wrench provided,

b. load the photoploymer film roll so that the film
unrolls from the right side of the roll (see fig. 8)
when the “keyed” or “slotted” end of the shaft
(fig. 5) is facing you,

c. slide the remaining 132 mm adapter onto the
shaft,

d. press the adapter into the film core to securely
capture the roll, and mount the assembly onto the
laminator,

e. center the adapters / film roll with respect to the
hot shoes by unwinding about 250 mm and letting 
it drape down across the shoe, and

f. tighten both lock screws.

The film must be centered to insure that it exactly matches
the backing paper as both pass through the heated
lamination rollers. If there is a side-to- side misalign ment,
it must be corrected before the laminator is used. Improper
alignment can result in adhesive accumula tion on the
lower roller resulting in eventual motor failure.
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III Film loading and lamination
A. Loading protective films
Think & Tinker protective laminat ing films are constructed 
of two layers. The top layer is hardened mylar and the
bottom is low density polyeth yl ene which, after melting,
acts as the adhesive. During lamination, the film glides
over the hot shoe where the polyeth yl ene layer melts. It is
very important that the film rolls are loaded in such a way
as to insure that the polyeth yl ene is on the side away from
the hot shoes and toward the object being laminated. If you 
load both rolls as shown below (fig. 6), the film will be
properly oriented during lamination. 

Once heated, small amounts of the glue side can stick to
the heat shoes and rollers and must be cleaned from the

laminator. If the Model 1000 or 2000 is being used for
single- sided lamination, backing paper must be used to
prevent the excessive build-up of these adhesive
by-products .

Most Think & Tinker protective laminat ing films are
supplied on 1" and 3" diameter cardboard cores. Material
supplied on 3" cores slips onto the 3" mandrels the same as 
the backing paper described above.  In this case, however,
the film feeds off of the right side of the supply roll when
the slot end of the 25mm shaft is facing you.  The core
adapters must be reversed for the grippers to provide
proper resistance.  

The grippers on any core adapter should always point in
the direction opposing the rotation of the film (or
paper)roll during lamination

If the film is supplied on 1" (25mm) diameter cores,
simply slip the mandrels into the cores (“LOW” mandrel in 
bottom roll), load into the hangers, center the film on the
hot shoes and feed through the rollers using a scrap piece
of card stock. Remember that the slot ends of the mandrels 
fit into the tension ing clutch. 

You are now ready to feed both the dry film (and backing
paper, if used) through the lamination rollers, heat up your
machine, and laminate to your heart’s content.

CAUTION
To avoid possible injury, only load the laminator 
when the heat shoes are at room temperature or

are comfortable to the touch.

NOTE
Not all manufacturers roll their laminating films
with the adhesive layer on the inside. If you are

uncertain, contact your film supplier before
attempting to laminate.
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Protective Film
Laminating Guide 

for 
Common Substrates

Lami na tion pa rame ters will vary de pend ing  upon the sub strate be ing lami nated. The fol low ing should be con sid -
ered as start ing points for your de ter mi na tion of the con di tions that work best for you. Al ways al low both hot- shoes
to come up to full op er at ing tem pera ture be fore at tempt ing lami na tion (ap prox. 20 min utes).

Substrate Parameters

Cardboard Temp. = 140 - 150oC depending on film thickness, speed setting approx.
“10 o’clock”. Film should adhere to the cardboard (or other non-glossy card 
stock) with sufficient force to pull off top layer if de-lamination is
attempted. If small white bubbles appear above printed areas, try increasing
speed in 10% increments until bubbles disappear. Large areas of
delamination usually indicate that your speed is set too high and the
polyethylene melt layer is not totally melted as it contacts the substrate.
Reduce speed in 10% increments until full lamination is achieved.

Copier bond Temp. = 140 - 150oC depending on film thickness, speed setting approx.
“12 - 1 o’clock”. Film should adhere to the paper surface with sufficient
force to pull off top layer if de-lamination is attempted. If small white
bubbles appear above printed areas, try increasing speed in 10% increments
until bubbles disappear. Large areas of delamination usually indicate that
your speed is set too high and the polyethylene melt layer is not totally
melted as it contacts the substrate. Reduce speed in 10% increments until
full lamination is achieved.

Copperclad Temp. = 120oC, speed setting approx. “12 o’clock”, if film is too hard to
remove, increase lamination speed. Pre-heating the substrate is usually not



B. Loading photoresist, soldermask and
legend film

Many dry film products are supplied as a laminate consist -
ing of two to three layers.  In the case of common
photopoly mers (e.g. DuPont Riston 4615 photore sist),
there are three layers; a peel sheet, the resist film, and a
cover sheet (fig. 7).

Note: If the laminator is to be used to laminate photore sist, 
soldermask or legend film, adjust the top and bottom
tempera tures to 120oC+/_ 10o following the procedure on
page 4.

Peel sheet:  Cov ers the ther mally ac tive ad he sive on the
bot tom of the re sist.  This layer is auto mati cally re -
moved (stripped) by the lami na tor im me di ately prior
to lami na tion.

Re sist film:  A UV cur able, aque ous, de velo pa ble, super-
 viscous liq uid film.

Cover sheet:  The outer cov er ing of the mul ti lay ered film,
it is usu ally made of heat re sis tant poly es ter (PET).
Since it func tions as an oxy gen block (see be low) as
well as a pro tec tive layer, it should re main in place on
the outer layer of the re sist un til the board is ready to
be de vel oped.  Since oxy gen will in hibit the po lym eri -
za tion of the re sist, the pri mary func tion of the cover
sheet is to keep air from the sur face of the re sist un til
it is ex posed and fully cured.

CAUTION
To avoid possible injury, only load the laminator 
when the heat shoes are at room temperature or

are comfortable to the touch.

Unpack the upper and lower supply mandrels.  The upper
and lower mandrels are different. In the case of photore sist 
and paper roll madrels, the differences are quite obvious
with no ambiguity as to their function and use.  The ends
of each mandrel are also different.  The “hanger” end fits
in the bracket on the left side of the laminator.  The “slot
end” fits into the tensioner on the right side

Remove the guide table and set it aside.  Insert the largest
mandrel into the core of the photore sist such that the slot
end is on your right-hand side and the roll feeds  as shown
in fig. 8.  (Also refer to section III. A. on page 5).

Put the loaded mandrel into the top brackets of the
laminator making sure that the flat-sided, slot-end shaft is
positioned into the socket in the tension ing clutch.  Feed
the film under the free rotating resist idler roller and pull
out about one foot.  Position the roll to insure that the resist 
will feed into the exact center of the black hot shoes with
about a 1/4“ to 1/2” gap on either side.

Using a piece of tape, separate the peel sheet from the
resist and drape it over the top of the roll of resist.  Put the
metal take-up roll on top of the resist roll and bring the
peel sheet in back of the take-up.
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Pull the film snug and tape to the take-up (fig. 9).  Taping
it in three places across the roller usually suffices to make
the film roll up straight and even.  As the supply roll
rotates, the take-up roll will rotate in the opposite direction 
and collect the olefin peel sheet.

Remove the paper mandrel and insert into a roll of backing 
paper.  Make sure that the material will feed as shown in
fig. 9 when the shaft is inserted into the tension ing clutch
is on the right hand side.

Bring the paper up behind the photore sist and drape the
resist to hold the paper in place.  Position the roll such that
it will feed in good left-to- right registra tion with the
photore sist.  

Turn the laminator on and, using a 12" wide piece of scrap
copperclad, force the paper and resist film into the heat
shoe (fig. 10).  Keep pushing until the board is grabbed by
the pinch (pull) rollers.  Pressing the “FAST” button, allow 

the board to feed completely through the rollers and drop
to the table before you switch off the feed.

Always run your laminator with the minimum amount of
resistance on both the upper and lower supply rolls as
this will reduce stress on the motor and help insure years
of reliable service.

Hopefully, the resist film and backing paper are in good
registra tion and there are only minor wrinkles in the
backing paper.  If the resist shows signs of streaks or
wrinkles in the direction of travel, feed the board through
again (strip any film off first).  If the wrinkles show no
sign of diminish ing, try tighten ing the tension ing clutch a
bit (maximum of 2 full turns) until the wrinkles disappear.
If the backing paper shows signs of distress, try gripping
the paper roll as the machine feeds.  This will often allow
the material to self-register and insure a smooth feed.
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If the side-to- side registra tion is out by more than 1/4",
determine which roll is the furthest from center and push it 
in the proper direction while the laminator feed is on.  As
soon as the film moves into registra tion with the other,
position the supply roll so that no streaks or wrinkles
appear as the material passes over the heat shoe.  Allow
the unit to feed for about one or two more feet to insure
that both films stay in registra tion.

Replace the guide table. Your laminator is now ready to
use (fig. 11).

C. Double sided lamination
If you are laminat ing both sides of your board simulta ne -
ously (double sided lamination) and you are not using the
Think & Tinker multiroll adapter, you will be limited to a
maximum lower diameter of 6".  Assuming that the
dry-film that you are using incorpo rates a protective
peel-sheet, you will need to use a lamination table that has
been fitted with an articulat ing take up roller.  If your
laminator is not so equipped, see your Think & Tinker
dealer for more details.

Loading for double- sided lamination is virtually identical
to above, with the exception that you must load the lower
roll of film so that it feeds off of the bottom of the roll (see 
fig. 13, 14).  Assuming that you have already loaded the
top roll, mount the lower roll and thread the film around
the lower idler. 

Caution: Some large format machines are equipped with a
non-rotating structural support bar that looks just like the
idler.  Do not feed the film under this bar as damage to
your drive motor might result (not to mention wasting a lot 
of expensive photo polymer).

As above, use a piece of tape to separate a length of
peel-sheet from the body of the film.

Drape this peel-sheet over the roll and the rest of the film
over the top hot shoe.
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CAUTION
To avoid possible injury, only load the laminator 
when the heat shoes are at room temperature or

are comfortable to the touch.

Mount the guide table and allow the take-up roll to rest on
the film roll. 

Wrap the peel sheet around the take-up roll as shown in
fig. 13.

Procede as described above to feed the top and bottom
films through the hot-shoes as shown in fig. 14.

Hopefully, the two rolls of resist film are in good registra -
tion wrinkle- free.  If the resist shows signs of streaks or
wrinkles in the direction of travel, feed the board through
again (strip any film off first).  If the wrinkles show no
sign of diminish ing, try tighten ing the tension ing clutch a
bit (maximum of 2 full turns) until the wrinkles disappear.
If all of this seems to be taking forever, grip the film roll
that is feeding the wrinkled film and retard its rotation
momentar ily.  This will often allow the material to
self-register and insure a smooth feed.

If the side-to- side registra tion is out by more than 1/4",
determine which roll is the furthest from center and push it 
in the proper direction while the laminator feed is on.  As
soon as the film moves into registra tion with the other,
position the supply roll so that no streaks or wrinkles
appear as the material passes over the heat shoe.  Allow

the unit to feed for about one or two more feet to insure
that both films stay in registra tion.

Replace the guide table. Your laminator is now ready to
heat up and use.

D. Laminating small and/or delicate
substrates

If you will be using your unit to perform single- sided
lamination on small, thin substrates (e.g. 0.015" alumina or 
glass), a modifica tion of the threading path for the backing
paper will provide “auto-feed” capabili ties.  This technique 
will also provide continu ous support for the target
substrate and insure that it enters the lamination rollers at a 
tangent to the point of greatest pressure thereby minimiz -
ing shearing and fractur ing stresses.

The basic idea is to run the paper over the guide table
AFTER wrapping it around the idler but before it enters
the lamination rollers (fig.12).  Since this will signifi cantly 
increase the feed resistance of the backing paper, release
virtually all of the tension on the bottom tension ing clutch.
All you need is enough resistance to insure that the paper
moves across the guide table without wrinkles or excess
slack. A tight, smooth moving surface will help minimize
breakage of very thin, delicate materials (e.g. 0.18mm
thick silicon wafers).
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IV Operating Adjustments
A. Heat adjustment
Turn the heat switch to “ON” and allow about 15 minutes
for the shoes to reach laminat ing tempera ture.  The
tempera tures of the top and bottom heat shoes are preset at
Think and Tinker to 120oC (+ or - 5o).  The tempera ture of 
each shoe can be measured by inserting the thermome ter
included with the unit into one of the small holes in the left 
side cover.  Be sure that it is inserted its full length (at least 
6") and that the unit has been on for at least five minutes
before you attempt any adjustment.  The tempera ture is
adjusted by removing the small plugs next to the holes you 
inserted the probe into.  Behind each plug is a slotted
adjustment screw.  Using a small flat blade screwdriver,
turn the adjustment screw: 

COUNTER CLOCK WISE to INCREASE the tempera ture
approxi mately 17oC for each quarter (1/4) turn.

CLOCKWISE to DECREASE the tempera ture approxi -
mately 17oC for each quarter (1/4) turn.

After any change, use the tempera ture probe to check the
tempera ture of both shoes.  Top and bottom shoes should
be the same tempera ture.

NOTE:  Most dry film products require adequate heat to
insure reliable lamination.  Always allow the tempera ture
on both heat shoes to enter the nominal range before
operating the unit.
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B. Supply roll tension adjustment
Top and bottom supply rolls should have about the same
tension.  By turning the top roll with one hand, and the
bottom roll with the other hand, it can be determined if one 
of the rolls is tighter than the other.

Supply roll tension is critical during lamination.  While the 
tension has been preset at Think and Tinker, tempera ture
cycling during everyday use may necessi tate periodic
adjustment.  Inadequate tension is evidenced by the
formation of vertical streaks as the film passes over the
heat shoe.  INCREASE tension by rotating the knurled
adjusting knob CLOCKWISE (i.e. rotate the top of the
knob  away from you as you are facing the machine) until
the streaks disappear.  The tension is too high if the wheel
is hard to turn.  DECREASE tension by rotating the
knurled adjusting knob COUNTER CLOCK WISE.

From a practical point of view, the vertical streaks will
cause a problem only if you can see severe streaking on a
board after it is laminated.  We have exposed and
developed boards with VERY visible streaks (but not
actual wrinkles) without noticeable effect on ultimate
circuit quality.

As above, make sure that there is adequate tension to
maintain centering and prevent wrinkling for the backing
paper also.

In the case of laminat ing clear protective films, if the
tension is not equal top and bottom, the laminated product
will curl. If it curls UP as it comes out of the rear pinch
rollers, the tension on the top roll is probably higher than
the bottom. If it curls DOWN, the bottom roll is probably
tighter.
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C. Roller pressure adjustment
Lamination pressure is preset at Think and Tinker.  It is
unlikely that it will ever need to be adjusted.  If, however,
Murphy rears his ugly head, adjustments can be made by
disconnect ing the electri cal power and removing the left
and right side covers.  Locate the set screw holding the
compres sion spring on each side (fig. 9).  To INCREASE
pressure, turn the screw CLOCKWISE.  Whenever an
adjustment is made to one side, it must also be done to
the other side so that both sides apply equal pressure.
The only time this is not true is when you are correct ing
for unequal pressure as evidenced by the film creeping to
one side or the other during lamination.

CAUTION
Always disconnect the laminator from the

electrical power source before attempting this
adjustment.
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IV. Maintenance
A. Care and cleaning
In the normal course of operating the Model 1000
laminator, dirt and adhesive will accumulate on the heat
shoes and rubber rollers.  Laminat ing produces static
electric ity which attracts airborne dust and dirt.  Regular
inspection and cleaning will assure that this does not
become a problem.  Cleaning kits are available from Think 
& Tinker, Ltd.

Never use hard, sharp, or abrasive items to clean the heat
shoes.  The shoes are coated with a nonstick surface that
could be easily damaged.  Likewise, do not use sharp
metallic objects or steel wool to clean the rubber rollers.
Any scratches, indenta tions, or marks left on the rollers
will appear on the laminated product.

To clean the shoes and rollers, use Think and Tinker
Poly-Clean and a clean, lint-free cloth.  If a cleaning kit is
not readily available, rubbing (Isopropyl) alcohol will do
an adequate job.

B. Specific troubleshooting guide
1. Removing a ‘wrap-around’

If the ‘wrap-around’ is not severe, simply use the reverse
feature of the VSR and back the film out.  Make sure to
remove the feed table before reversing the machine!

For extreme ‘wrap-arounds’ (i.e. when plastic and/or
product have wrapped around the rollers several times)
follow this procedure:

Shut the machine off.  Model 1000 laminators have set
screws at both ends of each laminat ing and pull roller.
Loosen all four set screws on both ends of the laminat ing
and pull rollers.  Cut the plastic, grab the loose end and
pull.  The rollers will rotate freely on the roll shafts and the 
‘wrap-around’ will easily unwrap.  Re-tighten all the set
screws and rethread the film using the procedure above.

2. Drive sprocket set screws

The sprockets and chain drive are located behind the right
housing of the machine.  Remove the housing and locate
the set screws at the base of each sprocket.  These set
screws should be tightened on the flat surface of the shaft.

Put one drop (ONE!) of light machine oil on the top of
each sprocket  if the drive chain appears dry or makes
squeaking noises during lamination. 

While you are tighten ing the sprocket set screws, it is
usually a good idea to check the set screws at both ends of
each roller since thermal cycling (heating and cooling)
may cause them to loosen after a period of time.

3. Removing the top heat shoe

Occasion ally, it is necessary to remove the top heat shoe
from the laminator.  This will be necesary if the lamination 
rollers become excessively gummed up with adhesive
residue, have reached the end of their useful life (min. 5
years), or have been damaged by sharp-edged substrates.
The following procedure should be followed:

Unplug the laminator.  Remove the left housing.  There are 
four wires coming out of the heat shoe.  Two are crimped
together with a white cap and two connect to the terminal
strip.  The short terminal strip wire connects to #1 on the
terminal strip and the long one to #4.  Disconnect these
two wires at the terminal strip.

The heat shoe simply rests in the two hangers on either
side.  To remove it, lift up and out, guiding the wires out of 
the frame as you remove the heat shoe.

4. Motor stops unexpectedly

The motor used on the Model 1000 laminator is thermally
protected against overload.  This means that if too great a
strain is placed on the motor, causing it to overheat, it will
automati cally switch itself off for a few moments until it
cools.  This is likely to occur only during a ‘wrap-around’
or when trying to laminate very thick materials.  In the
unlikely event that this happens, follow this procedure:

Turn the laminator off!  
Remember, the motor will automati cally restart after it
cools, and you don’t want this to happen while you are
removing a ‘wrap-around’.

After removing the ‘wrap-around’, let the machine cool for 
a few minutes before restart ing.

See fig. 15 for more trouble shoot ing tips.
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General Specifications

Parameter Model 1000 Model 2000

Height 15 inches 15 inches
Width 18 inches 24 inches
Depth (with feed tray) 20 inches 20 inches
Net weight 37 lbs 52 lbs
Shipping weight 55 lbs 57 lbs
Width of lamination 12 inches 18 inches
Electrical (standard) 115V AC, 60 Hz, 1500W 115V AC, 60 Hz, 1700W
Electrical (optional) 230V AC, 50 Hz, 1500W 230V AC, 50 Hz, 1700W
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Quick Reference Guide
for

Laminating Dry-film Photoresist
and 

Soldermask

1. Turn on the heater switch and al low the unit to come up to tem pera -
ture.

2. Clean and dry the board to be lami nated.

3. Switch on the drive and press the FAST but ton to ad vance four to six
inches of film through the roll ers.  This will in sure that your board is
coated with vir gin, non-"heat- fogged" film and in sure good lami na -
tion ad he sion.

4. Slide the cop per clad board on the feed ta ble un til it is grabbed by the
roll ers in side the heat shoes.  Main tain pres sure on the board un til the 
rear pinch roll ers grab the board.

5. Al low the lead ing edge of the board to drop be fore you switch off the
drive.

6. Cut the film/pa per trailer and trim all ex cess film from the edges of
the board.

7. In spect the board for streaks, bub bles, and/or voids caused by dust
and grit.  If lami na tion is ac cept able, con tinue with your pro cess.  If
not, strip the board in a di lute (5%) so dium hy drox ide so lu tion and
start again.
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Limited 
Equipment Warranty

We warrant, to the original purchaser, the equipment manufactured by us to be free from defects in
material and workmanship under normal use and service.  Our obligation under this warranty shall be
limited to the repair or exchange of any part or parts which may thus prove defective under normal use
and service within one year from the date of shipment and which our examination shall disclose to our

satisfaction to be thus defective.  When necessary, purchaser shall properly pack and return unit to Think 
and Tinker, Ltd., freight and insurance Prepaid.  THIS WARRANTY IS EXPRESSLY IN LIEU OF

ALL OTHER WARRANTIES EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING THE WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR USE AND OF ALL OTHER OBLIGATIONS OR

LIABILITIES ON OUR PART, AND WE NEITHER ASSUME, NOR AUTHORIZE ANY OTHER
PERSON TO ASSUME FOR US, ANY OTHER LIABILITY IN CONNECTION WITH THE SALE
OF THIS MACHINE OR ANY PART THEREOF WHICH HAS BEEN SUBJECT TO ACCIDENT,

NEGLIGENCE, ALTERATION, ABUSE OR MISUSE.  WE MAKE NO WARRANTY
WHATSOEVER IN RESPECT TO ACCESSORIES OR PARTS NOT SUPPLIED BY US.  THE

TERM “ORIGINAL PURCHASER”, AS USED IN THIS WARRANTY, SHALL BE DEEMED TO
MEAN THE PERSON OR COMPANY WHO FIRST PUTS THE THINK AND TINKER

EQUIPMENT INTO SERVICE.  THIS WARRANTY SHALL APPLY ONLY WITHIN THE
BOUNDARIES OF THE CONTINENTAL UNITED STATES.

Service Center

Think & Tinker, Ltd.
2580 Lake Meadow Drive

Monument, CO  80132
Tel.:  (719) 488-9640
Fax:  (719) 481-0464

e-mail:  rreed@thinktink.com
homepage: www.thinktink.com
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